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Dominant Vowels- 4 E 

BEEBEES BBEEEES BEEBEE, pellet [n] 

ELECTEE CEEEELT person who has been elected [n -S] 

EXEGETE EEEEGTX one skilled in exegesis [n -S] 

FREEBEE BEEEEFR freebie (something given or received without charge) [n -S] 

PEEBEEN BEEEENP large hardwood evergreen tree [n -S] 

PEEWEES EEEEPSW PEEWEE, unusually small person or thing [n] 

REFEREE EEEEFRR to supervise play in certain sports [v -D, -ING, -S] 

TEEPEES EEEEPST TEEPEE, tepee (conical tent of some Native Americans) [n] 

TEEVEES EEEESTV TEEVEE, television [n] 

VEEPEES EEEEPSV VEEPEE, veep (vice president) [n] 

WEEWEED DEEEEWW WEEWEE, to urinate (to discharge urine) [v] 

WEEWEES EEEESWW WEEWEE, to urinate (to discharge urine) [v] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

ADEEMED ADDEEEM ADEEM, to take away [v] 

ALIENEE AEEEILN one to whom property is transferred [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

BEBEERU BBEEERU tropical tree [n -S] 

BEDEMEN BDEEEMN BEDEMAN, beadsman (one who prays for another) [n] 

BEDEWED BDDEEEW BEDEW, to wet with dew [v] 

BEECHEN BCEEEHN BEECH, type of tree [adj] 

BEECHES BCEEEHS BEECH, type of tree [n] 

BEEDIES BDEEEIS BEEDI, bidi (cigarette of India) [n] 

BEEFIER BEEEFIR BEEFY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj] 

BEEHIVE BEEEHIV hive for bees [n -S] 

BEELIKE BEEEIKL resembling bee (winged insect) [adj] 

BEELINE BEEEILN to go in straight direct course [v -D, -NING, -S] 

BEEPERS BEEEPRS BEEPER, signaling device [n] 

BEERIER BEEEIRR BEERY, affected by beer [adj] 

BEETLED BDEEELT BEETLE, to jut out [v] 

BEETLER BEEELRT one that operates cloth-finishing machine [n -S] 

BEETLES BEEELST BEETLE, to jut out [v] 

BEEZERS BEEERSZ BEEZER, nose [n] 

BEJEWEL BEEEJLW to adorn with jewels [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, LLING, -S] 

BELIEVE BEEEILV to accept as true or real [v -D, -VING, -S] 

BELLEEK BEEEKLL very thin translucent porcelain [n -S] 

BENDEES BDEEENS BENDEE, bendy (okra (tall annual herb)) [n] 

BENZENE BEEENNZ volatile liquid [n -S] 

BEREAVE ABEEERV to deprive (to take something away from) [v -D, -EFT, -VING, -S] 

BERGERE BEEEGRR upholstered armchair [n -S] 

BERSEEM BEEEMRS clover (plant) [n -S] 

BESEECH BCEEEHS to implore (to beg for urgently) [v -ED, SOUGHT, -ING, ES] 

BESEEMS BEEEMSS BESEEM, to be suitable [v] 
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BESIEGE BEEEGIS to surround (to extend completely around) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BETWEEN BEEENTW in space that separates [prep] 

BEVELED BDEEELV BEVEL, to cut at angle [v] 

BEVELER BEEELRV one that bevels (to cut at angle) [n -S] 

BEWEEPS BEEEPSW BEWEEP, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 

BLEEDER BDEEELR one that bleeds (to lose blood) [n -S] 

BLEEPED BDEEELP BLEEP, to blip (to remove sound from recording) [v] 

BLEEPER BEEELPR one that bleeps (to blip (to remove sound from recording)) [n -S] 

BREEDER BDEEERR one that breeds (to cause to give birth) [n -S] 

BREEZED BDEEERZ BREEZE, to move swiftly [v] 

BREEZES BEEERSZ BREEZE, to move swiftly [v] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

CELESTE CEEELST celesta (keyboard instrument) [n -S] 

CHEEKED CDEEEHK CHEEK, to speak impudently to [v] 

CHEEPED CDEEEHP CHEEP, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHEEPER CEEEHPR one that cheeps (to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound)) [n -S] 

CHEERED CDEEEHR CHEER, to applaud with shouts of approval [v] 

CHEERER CEEEHRR one that cheers (to applaud with shouts of approval) [n -S] 

CHEESED CDEEEHS CHEESE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

CHEESES CEEEHSS CHEESE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

CLEEKED CDEEEKL CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CREELED CDEEELR CREEL, to put fish in creel (fish basket) [v] 

CREEPED CDEEEPR CREEP, to crawl (to move with body on or near ground) [v] 

CREEPER CEEEPRR one that creeps (to crawl (to move with body on or near ground)) [n -S] 

CREEPIE CEEEIPR low stool [n -S] 

CREESES CEEERSS CREESE, kris (short sword) [n] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

DEADEYE ADDEEEY expert marksman [n -S] 

DECEASE ACDEEES to die (to cease living) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DECEIVE CDEEEIV to mislead by falsehood [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DECREED CDDEEER DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v] 

DECREER CDEEERR one that decrees (to order or establish by law or edict) [n -S] 

DECREES CDEEERS DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v] 

DEEDIER DDEEEIR DEEDY, industrious [adj] 

DEEPENS DEEENPS DEEPEN, to make deep [v] 

DEEPEST DEEEPST DEEP, extending far down from surface [adj] 

DEFENCE CDEEEFN to defense (to guard against specific attack) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DEFENSE DEEEFNS to guard against specific attack [v –D, -SING, -S] 

DEGREED DDEEEGR DEGREE, one of series of stages [adj] 

DEGREES DEEEGRS DEGREE, one of series of stages [n] 

DELEAVE ADEEELV to separate copies of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DELETED DDEEELT DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v] 

DELETES DEEELST DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v] 

DEMERGE DEEEGMR to remove division from corporation [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DEMESNE DEEEMNS legal possession of land as one's own [n -S] 
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DEPLETE DEEELPT to lessen or exhaust supply of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DESEEDS DDEEESS DESEED, to remove seeds from [v] 

DESERVE DEEERSV to be entitled to or worthy of [v -D, -VING, -S]  

DESEXED DDEEESX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v] 

DESEXES DEEESSX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v] 

DETENTE DEEENTT easing of international tension [n -S] 

DETERGE DEEEGRT to cleanse (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DEVELED DDEEELV DEVEL, to strike forcibly [v] 

DEVISEE DEEEISV one to whom will is made [n -S] 

DEVOTEE DEEEOTV ardent follower or supporter [n -S] 

DYEWEED DDEEEWY shrub that yields yellow dye [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

EAGERER AEEEGRR EAGER, impatiently longing [adj] 

EASELED ADEEELS EASEL, three-legged frame [adj] 

ECHELLE CEEEHLL device for spreading light into its component colors [n -S] 

ECUMENE CEEEMNU inhabited area [n -S] 

EELIEST EEEILST EELY, resembling eel (snakelike fish) [adj] 

EELLIKE EEEIKLL resembling eel (snakelike fish) [adj] 

EENSIER EEEINRS EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

EERIEST EEEIRST EERIE, weird (mysteriously strange) [adj] / EERY [adj] 

EGESTED DEEEGST EGEST, to discharge from body [v] 

EJECTED CDEEEJT EJECT, to throw out forcibly [v] 

EKPWELE EEEKLPW former monetary unit of Equatorial Guinea [n -S] 

ELECTED CDEEELT ELECT, to select by vote for office [v] 

ELEGIES EEEGILS ELEGY, mournful poem for one who is dead [n] 

ELEGISE EEEGILS to elegize (to write elegy) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ELEGIZE EEEGILZ to write elegy [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ELEMENT EEELMNT substance that cannot be separated into simpler substances by chemical means [n -S] 

ELEVATE AEEELTV to raise (to move to higher position) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ELEVENS EEELNSV ELEVEN, number [n] 

EMENDED DDEEEMN EMEND, to correct (to make free from error) [v] 

EMENDER DEEEMNR one that emends (to correct (to make free from error)) [n -S] 

EMERGED DEEEGMR EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

EMERGES EEEGMRS EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

EMERIES EEEIMRS EMERY, granular corundum [n] 

EMERSED DEEEMRS standing out of water [adj] 

EMETINE EEEIMNT alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

EMEUTES EEEMSTU EMEUTE, riot [n] 

ENEMIES EEEIMNS ENEMY, one that is antagonistic toward another [n] 

ENFEVER EEEFNRV to fever (to affect with fever (abnormal elevation of body temperature)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENNUYEE EEENNUY ennuye (oppressed with ennui) [adj] 

ENTENTE EEENNTT agreement between nations [n -S] 

ENTERED DEEENRT ENTER, to come or go into [v] 

ENTERER EEENRRT one that enters (to come or go into) [n -S] 

ENTREES EEENRST ENTREE, principal dish of meal [n] 

ENWHEEL EEEHLNW to encircle (to form circle around) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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EPEEIST EEEIPST one who fences with epee [n -S] 

EPERGNE EEEGNPR ornamental dish [n -S] 

EPHEBES BEEEHPS EPHEBE, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n] 

EPICENE CEEEINP one having both male and female characteristics [n -S] 

EPIGENE EEEGINP occurring near surface of earth [adj] 

EPIMERE EEEIMPR part of embryo [n -S] 

EPOPEES EEEOPPS EPOPEE, epic poem [n] 

ERECTED CDEEERT ERECT, to build (to construct) [v] 

ERECTER CEEERRT erector (one that erects (to build)) [n -S]  

EREMITE EEEIMRT hermit (recluse (one who lives in solitude and seclusion)) [n -S] 

ESCAPEE ACEEEPS one that has escaped [n -S] 

ESERINE EEEINRS toxic alkaloid [n -S] 

ESSENCE CEEENSS fundamental nature or quality [n -S] 

ESTEEMS EEEMSST ESTEEM, to have high opinion of [v] 

ESTHETE EEEHSTT esthetic person [n -S] 

ETAGERE AEEEGRT ornamental stand [n -S] 

ETHENES EEEHNST ETHENE, ethylene (flammable gas) [n] 

EUSTELE EEELSTU plant part [n -S] 

EVACUEE ACEEEUV one that is evacuated [n -S] 

EVENERS EEENRSV EVENER, one that evens (to make even) [n] 

EVENEST EEENSTV EVEN, flat and smooth [adj] 

EVENTER EEENRTV horse or rider competing in eventing [n -S] 

EVERTED DEEERTV EVERT, to turn outward or inside out [v] 

EVICTEE CEEEITV one that is evicted [n -S] 

EXCEEDS CDEEESX EXCEED, to go beyond [v] 

EXCRETE CEEERTX to separate and eliminate from organic body [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXECUTE CEEETUX to carry out [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXEDRAE ADEEERX EXEDRA, curved outdoor bench [n] 

EXERGUE EEEGRUX space on coin [n -S] 

EXERTED DEEERTX EXERT, to put into action [v] 

EXPENSE EEENPSX to charge with costs [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXTERNE EEENRTX extern (nonresident of institution) [n -S] 

EXTREME EEEMRTX existing in very high degree [adj -R, -ST] / highest degree [n -S] 

EYEABLE ABEEELY EYE, to watch closely [adj] 

EYEBEAM ABEEEMY glance [n -S] 

EYEHOLE EEEHLOY small opening [n -S] 

EYELESS EEELSSY lacking eyes (organ of sight) [adj] 

EYELETS EEELSTY EYELET, to make small hole in [v] 

EYELIKE EEEIKLY resembling eye (organ of sight) [adj] 

EYESOME EEEMOSY pleasant to look at [adj] 

EYESORE EEEORSY something offensive to sight [n -S] 

EYEWEAR AEEERWY device worn on or over eyes [n EYEWEAR] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

FEDAYEE ADEEEFY Arab commando [n -N] 

FEDEXED DDEEEFX FEDEX, to send by Federal Express [v] 

FEDEXES DEEEFSX FEDEX, to send by Federal Express [v] 
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FEEBLER BEEEFLR FEEBLE, weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance)) [adj] 

FEEDERS DEEEFRS FEEDER, one that feeds (to pay fee (fixed charge) to) [n] 

FEELERS EEEFLRS FEELER, tactile organ [n] 

FEELESS EEEFLSS requiring no fee [adj] 

FEOFFEE EEEFFFO one to whom fief is granted [n -S] 

FEVERED DEEEFRV FEVER, to affect with fever (abnormal elevation of body temperature) [v] 

FLEECED CDEEEFL FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLEECER CEEEFLR one that fleeces (to remove coat of wool from) [n -S] 

FLEECES CEEEFLS FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLEERED DEEEFLR FLEER, to deride (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

FLEETED DEEEFLT FLEET, to move swiftly [v] 

FLEETER EEEFLRT FLEET, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

FORESEE EEEFORS to see in advance [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S] 

FREEBIE BEEEFIR something given or received without charge [n -S] 

FREEMEN EEEFMNR FREEMAN, one who is free [n] 

FREEZER EEEFRRZ apparatus for freezing food [n -S] 

FREEZES EEEFRSZ FREEZE, to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat [v] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

GEEKIER EEEGIKR GEEKY, socially awkward or unappealing [adj] 

GEEZERS EEEGRSZ GEEZER, eccentric man [n] 

GENESES EEEGNSS GENESIS, origin (coming into being) [n] 

GENETTE EEEGNTT genet (carnivorous mammal) [n -S] 

GENTEEL EEEGLNT well-bred or refined [adj -ER, -EST] 

GLEEKED DEEEGKL GLEEK, to gibe (to jeer (to mock (to ridicule))) [v] 

GLEEMEN EEEGLMN GLEEMAN, minstrel (medieval musician) [n] 

GLEETED DEEEGLT GLEET, to discharge mucus from urethra [v] 

GREENED DEEEGNR GREEN, to become green [v] 

GREENER EEEGNRR GREEN, of color of growing foliage [adj] 

GREENIE EEEGINR amphetamine pill [n -S] 

GREETED DEEEGRT GREET, to address in friendly and courteous way [v] 

GREETER EEEGRRT one that greets (to address in friendly and courteous way) [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

HEEDERS DEEEHRS HEEDER, one that heeds (to pay attention to) [n] 

HEELERS EEEHLRS HEELER, one that puts heels on shoes [n] 

HEREDES DEEEHRS HERES, HERE, this place [n] 

HEXEREI EEEHIRX witchcraft [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

JEEPERS EEEJPRS used as mild oath [interj] 

JEEPNEY EEEJNPY Philippine jitney [n -S] 

JEERERS EEEJRRS JEERER, one that jeers (to mock (to ridicule)) [n] 

JEEZELY EEEJLYZ jeezly (used as intensifier) [adj] 

JEREEDS DEEEJRS JEREED, wooden javelin [n] 

JERREED DEEEJRR jereed (wooden javelin) [n -S] 

JEWELED DEEEJLW JEWEL, to adorn or equip with jewels (precious stones) [v] 
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JEWELER EEEJLRW dealer or maker of jewelry [n -S] 

JEZEBEL BEEEJLZ scheming, wicked woman [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

KEELAGE AEEEGKL amount paid to keep boat in harbor [n -S] 

KEENERS EEEKNRS KEENER, one that keens (to wail loudly over dead) [n] 

KEENEST EEEKNST KEEN, enthusiastic [adj] 

KEEPERS EEEKPRS KEEPER, one that keeps (to continue to possess) [n] 

KEESTER EEEKRST keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n -S] 

KEGELER EEEGKLR kegler (bowler (one that bowls (bowl))) [n -S] 

KETENES EEEKNST KETENE, toxic gas [n] 

KLEENEX EEEKLNX trademark [n -ES] 

KNEELED DEEEKLN KNEEL, to rest on knees [v] 

KNEELER EEEKLNR one that kneels (to rest on knees) [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

LEECHED CDEEEHL LEECH, to cling to and feed upon or drain [v] 

LEECHES CEEEHLS LEECH, to cling to and feed upon or drain [v] 

LEERIER EEEILRR LEERY, suspicious [adj] 

LEGATEE AEEEGLT inheritor of legacy [n -S] 

LESSEES EEELSSS LESSEE, one to whom lease is granted [n] 

LEVELED DEEELLV LEVEL, to make even [v] 

LEVELER EEELLRV one that levels (to make even) [n -S] 

LEVERED DEEELRV LEVER, to move with lever (rigid body used to lift weight) [v] 

LEVERET EEELRTV young hare [n -S] 

LEXEMES EEELMSX LEXEME, linguistic unit [n] 

LIBELEE BEEEILL defendant in type of lawsuit [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

MEDRESE DEEEMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

MEEKEST EEEKMST MEEK, lacking in spirit and courage [adj] 

MEETERS EEEMRST MEETER, one that meets (to come into company or presence of) [n] 

MENTEES EEEMNST MENTEE, one who is being mentored [n] 

MERGEES EEEGMRS MERGEE, company acquired by merger [n] 

MESEEMS EEEMMSS it seems to me -- MESEEMS is impersonal verb and is used only in 3d person sing. [v MESEEMED, MESEEMETH] 

MESTEES EEEMSST MESTEE, mustee (octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry)) [n] 

METERED DEEEMRT METER, to measure by mechanical means [v] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

NEEDERS DEEENRS NEEDER, one that needs (to have urgent or essential use for) [n] 

NEEDIER DEEEINR NEEDY, in state of poverty [adj] 

NEEDLED DDEEELN NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

NEEDLER DEEELNR one that needles (to sew with slender, pointed instrument) [n -S] 

NEEDLES DEEELNS NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

NEMESES EEEMNSS NEMESIS, formidable opponent [n] 

NEOGENE EEEGNNO of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 
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Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

OFFEREE EEEFFOR one to whom offer is made [n -S] 

OVERSEE EEEORSV to watch over and direct [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

PEELERS EEELPRS PEELER, one that peels (to strip off outer covering of) [n] 

PEEPERS EEEPPRS PEEPER, one that peeps (to utter short, shrill cry) [n] 

PEERAGE AEEEGPR rank of nobleman [n -S] 

PEERESS EEEPRSS noblewoman [n -ES] 

PEERIES EEEIPRS PEERIE, peery (child's toy) [n] / PEERY [n] 

PENSEES EEENPSS PENSEE, thought (product of thinking) [n] 

PENTENE EEENNPT liquid hydrocarbon [n -S] 

PERIGEE EEEGIPR point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [n -S] 

PETERED DEEEPRT PETER, to diminish gradually [v] 

PLEDGEE DEEEGLP one to whom something is pledged [n -S] 

PRECEDE CDEEEPR to go before [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PREEMIE EEEIMPR infant born prematurely [n -S] 

PREENED DEEENPR PREEN, to smooth or clean with beak or tongue [v] 

PREENER EEENPRR one that preens (to smooth or clean with beak or tongue) [n -S] 

PREMEET EEEMPRT preceding meet [adj] 

PRETEEN EEENPRT child under age of thirteen [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

QUEENED DEEENQU QUEEN, to make queen (female monarch) of [v] 

QUEERED DEEEQRU QUEER, to spoil effect or success of [v] 

QUEERER EEEQRRU QUEER, deviating from expected or normal [adj] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

REBREED BDEEERR to breed again [v -RED, -ING, -S] 

RECEDED CDDEEER RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

RECEDES CDEEERS RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

RECEIVE CEEEIRV to come into possession of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

REDEEMS DEEEMRS REDEEM, to buy back [v] 

REDEYES DEEERSY REDEYE, railroad danger signal [n] 

REEDIER DEEEIRR REEDY, abounding in reeds [adj] 

REEDMEN DEEEMNR REEDMAN, one who plays reed instrument [n] 

REEFERS EEEFRRS REEFER, one that reefs (to reduce area of sail) [n] 

REEFIER EEEFIRR REEFY, abounding in ridges of rock [adj] 

REEJECT CEEEJRT to eject again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEKERS EEEKRRS REEKER, one that reeks (to give off strong, unpleasant odor) [n] 

REEKIER EEEIKRR REEKY, reeking [adj] 

REELECT CEEELRT to elect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REELERS EEELRRS REELER, one that reels (to wind on type of rotary device) [n] 

REENTER EEENRRT to enter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REERECT CEEERRT to erect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REESTED DEEERST REEST, to balk (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [v] 

REEVOKE EEEKORV to evoke again [v -D, -KING, -S] 
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REEXPEL EEELPRX to expel again [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

REFEEDS DEEEFRS REFEED, to feed again [v] 

REFEELS EEEFLRS REFEEL, to feel again [v] 

REFENCE CEEEFNR to fence again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REFUGEE EEEFGRU one who flees for safety [n -S] 

REGREEN EEEGNRR to green again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGREET EEEGRRT to greet in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REHEELS EEEHLRS REHEEL, to heel again [v] 

REKEYED DEEEKRY REKEY, to key again [v] 

RELEASE AEEELRS to set free [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RELEVES EEELRSV RELEVE, raising onto toe in ballet [n] 

RELIEVE EEEILRV to lessen or free from pain or discomfort [v -D, -VING, -S] 

REMEETS EEEMRST REMEET, to meet again [v] 

REMERGE EEEGMRR to merge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RENEGED DEEEGNR RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v] 

RENEGER EEEGNRR one that reneges (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [n -S] 

RENEGES EEEGNRS RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v] 

RENEGUE EEEGNRU to renege (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

RENEWED DEEENRW RENEW, to make new or as if new again [v] 

RENEWER EEENRRW one that renews (to make new or as if new again) [n -S] 

REPLETE EEELPRT worker ant that serves as living storehouse for liquid food [n -S] 

RESCUEE CEEERSU one that is rescued [n -S] 

RESEEDS DEEERSS RESEED, to seed again [v] 

RESEEKS EEEKRSS RESEEK, to seek again [v] 

RESEIZE EEEIRSZ to seize again [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

RESERVE EEERRSV to keep back for future use [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RESEWED DEEERSW RESEW, to sew again [v] 

RETENES EEENRST RETENE, chemical compound [n] 

RETIREE EEEIRRT one who has retired from his vocation [n -S] 

RETWEET EEERTTW to tweet message again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REVELED DEEELRV REVEL, to engage in revelry [v] 

REVELER EEELRRV one that revels (to engage in revelry) [n -S] 

REVENGE EEEGNRV to inflict injury in return for [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REVENUE EEENRUV income of government [n -S] 

REVERED DEEERRV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v] 

REVERER EEERRRV one that reveres (to regard with great respect) [n -S] 

REVERES EEERRSV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v] 

REVERIE EEEIRRV daydream [n -S] 

REVERSE EEERRSV to turn or move in opposite direction [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REWEAVE AEEERVW to weave again [v -D, -WOVE, -WOVEN, -VING, -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

SEAWEED ADEEESW plant growing in sea [n -S] 

SECEDED CDDEEES SECEDE, to withdraw formally from alliance or association [v] 

SECEDER CDEEERS one that secedes (to withdraw formally from alliance or association) [n -S] 

SECEDES CDEEESS SECEDE, to withdraw formally from alliance or association [v] 

SECRETE CEEERST to generate and separate out from cells or bodily fluids [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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SEEABLE ABEEELS SEE, to perceive with eyes [adj] 

SEEDBED BDDEEES land prepared for seeding [n -S] 

SEEDERS DEEERSS SEEDER, one that seeds (to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in) [n] 

SEEDIER DEEEIRS SEEDY, containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality [adj] 

SEEDMEN DEEEMNS SEEDMAN, seedsman (dealer in seeds) [n] 

SEEKERS EEEKRSS SEEKER, one that seeks (to go in search of) [n] 

SEEMERS EEEMRSS SEEMER, one that seems (to give impression of being) [n] 

SEEPAGE AEEEGPS quantity of fluid that has seeped [n -S] 

SEEPIER EEEIPRS SEEPY, soaked or oozing with water [adj] 

SEERESS EEERSSS female seer [n -ES] 

SEETHED DEEEHST SEETHE, to surge or foam as if boiling [v] 

SEETHES EEEHSST SEETHE, to surge or foam as if boiling [v] 

SEMEMES EEEMMSS SEMEME, meaning of morpheme [n] 

SENESCE CEEENSS to grow old [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SERENER EEENRRS SERENE, calm; tranquil [adj] 

SERENES EEENRSS SERENE, serene condition or expanse [n] 

SETTEES EEESSTT SETTEE, long seat with high back [n] 

SEVERED DEEERSV SEVER, to divide or cut into parts [v] 

SEVERER EEERRSV SEVERE, unsparing in treatment of others [adj] 

SEWERED DEEERSW SEWER, to clean or maintain sewers (underground conduits for waste) [v] 

SHEBEEN BEEEHNS place where liquor is sold illegally [n -S] 

SHEENED DEEEHNS SHEEN, to shine (to emit light) [v] 

SHEEPLE EEEHLPS people likened to sheep [n -S] 

SHEERED DEEEHRS SHEER, to swerve (to turn aside suddenly from straight course) [v] 

SHEERER EEEHRRS SHEER, of very thin texture [adj] 

SHEETED DEEEHST SHEET, to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material) [v] 

SHEETER EEEHRST one that sheets (to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material)) [n -S] 

SHEEVES EEEHSSV SHEEVE, grooved pulley wheel [n] 

SHEREEF EEEFHRS sherif (Arab ruler) [n -S] 

SKEETER EEEKRST skeet shooter [n -S] 

SLEEKED DEEEKLS SLEEK, to make sleek [v] 

SLEEKEN EEEKLNS to sleek (to make sleek) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLEEKER EEEKLRS SLEEK, smooth and glossy [adj] / one that sleeks (to make sleek) [n -S] 

SLEEPER EEELPRS one that sleeps (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [n -S] 

SLEETED DEEELST SLEET, to shower sleet (frozen rain) [v] 

SLEEVED DEEELSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 

SLEEVES EEELSSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 

SMEEKED DEEEKMS SMEEK, to smoke (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [v] 

SNEERED DEEENRS SNEER, to curl lip in contempt [v] 

SNEERER EEENRRS one that sneers (to curl lip in contempt) [n -S] 

SNEEZED DEEENSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SNEEZER EEENRSZ one that sneezes (to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath) [n -S] 

SNEEZES EEENSSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SPEEDED DDEEEPS SPEED, to move swiftly [v] 

SPEEDER DEEEPRS one that speeds (to move swiftly) [n -S] 

SPEELED DEEELPS SPEEL, to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward)) [v] 

SPEERED DEEEPRS SPEER, to inquire (to ask about) [v] 
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SQUEEZE EEEQSUZ to press hard upon [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

STEEKED DEEEKST STEEK, to shut (to close (to block against entry or passage)) [v] 

STEELED DEEELST STEEL, to cover with steel (tough iron alloy) [v] 

STEELIE EEEILST steel playing marble [n -S] 

STEEPED DEEEPST STEEP, to soak in liquid [v] 

STEEPEN EEENPST to make steep [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STEEPER EEEPRST STEEP, inclined sharply [adj] / one that steeps (to soak in liquid) [n -S] 

STEEPLE EEELPST to place fingers or hands in form of steeple [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STEERED DEEERST STEER, to direct course of [v] 

STEERER EEERRST one that steers (to direct course of) [n -S] 

STEEVED DEEESTV STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v] 

STEEVES EEESSTV STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v] 

STELENE EEELNST STELA, inscribed slab used as monument [adj] 

SWEENEY EEENSWY sweeny (atrophy of shoulder muscles in horses) [n -S] 

SWEEPER EEEPRSW one that sweeps (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [n -S] 

SWEETEN EEENSTW to make sweet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SWEETER EEERSTW SWEET, pleasing to taste [adj] 

SWEETIE EEEISTW darling (much-loved person) [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 E 

TEEMERS EEEMRST TEEMER, one that teems (to be full to overflowing) [n] 

TEENAGE AEEEGNT pertaining to teenagers (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [adj] 

TEENERS EEENRST TEENER, teenager (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [n] 

TEENIER EEEINRT TEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TEETERS EEERSTT TEETER, to move unsteadily [v] 

TEETHED DEEEHTT TEETHE, to cut teeth [v] 

TEETHER EEEHRTT object for baby to bite on during teething [n -S] 

TEETHES EEEHSTT TEETHE, to cut teeth [v] 

TELEMEN EEELMNT TELEMAN, naval officer [n] 

TELESES EEELSST TELESIS, planned progress [n] 

TELEXED DEEELTX TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v] 

TELEXES EEELSTX TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v] 

TERESES EEERSST TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate arm [n] 

TERETES EEERSTT TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate arm [n] 

TERPENE EEENPRT chemical compound [n -S] 

TERREEN EEENRRT terrine (earthenware jar) [n -S] 

TERRENE EEENRRT land area [n -S] 

TESTEES EEESSTT TESTEE, one that is tested [n] 

TWEEDLE DEEELTW to perform casually on musical instrument [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TWEENER EEENRTW player having some but not all of qualifications for two or more positions [n -S] 

TWEENIE EEEINTW person not yet teenager [n -S] 

TWEETED DEEETTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

TWEETER EEERTTW loudspeaker designed to reproduce high-pitched sounds [n -S] 

TWEEZED DEEETWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v] 

TWEEZER EEERTWZ pincerlike tool [n -S] 

TWEEZES EEESTWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v] 

UKELELE EEEKLLU ukulele (small guitar-like instrument) [n -S] 
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UNREEVE EEENRUV to withdraw rope from opening [v -D, -ROVE, -ROVEN, -VING, -S] 

VEDETTE DEEETTV small boat used for scouting [n -S] 

VEERIES EEEIRSV VEERY, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

VENDEES DEEENSV VENDEE, buyer (one that buys (to purchase)) [n] 

VENEERS EEENRSV VENEER, to overlay with thin layers of material [v] 

VENENES EEENNSV VENENE, venin (toxin found in snake venom) [n] 

VESTEES EEESSTV VESTEE, garment worn under woman's jacket or blouse [n] 
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WEBFEET BEEEFTW WEBFOOT, foot having toes joined by membrane [n] 

WEDELED DDEEELW WEDEL, to perform wedeln [v] 

WEEDBED BDDEEEW area of body of water having many weeds [n -S] 

WEEDERS DEEERSW WEEDER, one that weeds (to urinate) [n] 

WEEDIER DEEEIRW WEEDY, resembling weed [adj] 

WEEKEND DEEEKNW to spend weekend (end of week) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WEENIER EEEINRW WEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

WEENIES EEEINSW WEENIE, wiener (frankfurter) [n] 

WEEPERS EEEPRSW WEEPER, one that weeps (to express sorrow by shedding tears) [n] 

WEEPIER EEEIPRW WEEPY, tending to weep [adj] 

WEEPIES EEEIPSW WEEPIE, very maudlin movie [n] 

WEEVERS EEERSVW WEEVER, marine fish [n] 

WHEEDLE DEEEHLW to attempt to persuade by flattery [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHEELED DEEEHLW WHEEL, to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis) [v] 

WHEELER EEEHLRW one that wheels (to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis)) [n -S] 

WHEELIE EEEHILW maneuver made on wheeled vehicle [n -S] 

WHEEPED DEEEHPW WHEEP, to wheeple (to give forth prolonged whistle) [v] 

WHEEPLE EEEHLPW to give forth prolonged whistle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHEEZED DEEEHWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

WHEEZER EEEHRWZ one that wheezes (to breathe with whistling sound) [n -S] 

WHEEZES EEEHSWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 
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